To inspire every child to recognise their full potential, believe they can make a difference and respect themselves, others and the world in which they live.

LEARNING JOURNEY

This week we have continued learning about food. We discussed our favourite foods such as fruit, vegetables, bread and other healthy food. We have been painting and drawing our favourite fruit, vegetables and healthy food.

We have also been making different country flags and getting ready for our International Day.

After the holidays we will begin our new learning topic ‘OUTER SPACE’.

We will look at different planets in space through slideshows and pictures and make planets with balloons and marble ink.

WEBSITE OF THE WEEK

www.crickweb.co.uk/Early-Years.html

MATHS

This week we have been working on the four basic shapes. We made prints using circles, triangles, squares and rectangles. We have been looking at shapes around us. We made pictures using shapes.

After the holiday we will continue counting orally and verbally. We will practise writing numbers and continue with making pictures using the shapes.

PERSONAL GOALS

Throughout February our fifth iCAN personal goal is MORALITY.

We will all be encouraging members of iCAN to be more moral by:

- Playing sensibly with friends
- Knowing how to behave
- Thinking about what is best
- Thinking through things and making good choices
- Avoiding peer pressure and treating others in the right way
- Knowing what is right and what is wrong

MORALITY

REMINdERS

- iCAN’s Amazing Tuk Tuk Race is on Saturday 28th February.
- Thank you to all the families who came to join your child’s learning on the Family Learning Day.

LITERACY

This week we have been practising our rhyming words with various letters and sound games. We have also been practising our initial sounds in words through structure games.

After the holidays we will continue finding the initial sounds in words and practise writing our names.

I have been working hard to write my name independently!

I’ve been working hard learning to sound out the initial sounds in words!

I’ve been working hard in my swimming lessons.

I have been playing nicely and sharing toys with my friends in Nursery.